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As a 13-year-old kid growing up in Callao, Peru,

Jonathan Maicelo was always getting into fights,

usually defending friends and cousins. When his

buddies suggested he get some form and take up

boxing, his life changed. He fell in love with the

sport.

Fast forward 14 years and Maicelo's fists have

taken him from the streets of the small port town

to the doorstep of the bright lights, gaining fame

and a title along the way.

The 27-year-old currently holds the Latino

Lightweight Title from the World Boxing Council.
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Jonathan "The Predator" Maicelo, third from left, and Carlos
Zambrano, both of North Bergen; and fight promoter Mike
Indri.

"I love throwing punches to the body and face,"

says the soft-spoken fighter, speaking in Spanish.

"It's a beautiful art and that is why I dedicate so

much time to this."

With a large population of Peruvians in the Hudson County area, the Maicelo's arrival is a shot to

the arm for many in the area who already know him as "El Depredador," or "The Predator."

Maicelo (13-0, 8 KO's) is gearing up for his first fight in the United States when he takes on

Colombia's Oscar Cuero (13-2, 10 KO's) in Union City for the "Champions of the Future" event on

Oct. 16 at 7 p.m. in Washington School, 3905 New York Ave. The World Lightweight title from

Dignity Promotions will be on the line.

With his wife and toddler son living in Queens, Maicelo is hoping to one day call this area home and

settle down here when his boxing career concludes. As for now, Maicelo is focused on getting the

World Lightweight title.

"I'm working hard right now and trying to be a contender for a major title," Maicelo said.

Since Peru does not have a strong boxing tradition, Maicelo has done other types of fighting, to gain

recognition and earn money. Maicelo did Muay Thai, which is Taiwanese kickboxing, and mixed

martial arts, commonly known as UFC cage fighting, to scrape by.

Most of his wins have come from his fists, not kicks or wrestling holds. Still, Maicelo is happy to

have the support of the Peruvian community going into his fight in Union City.

"It's a great feeling having everyone's support," he says. "I get stopped on the street a lot here, so I

feel like I have an extra thing to fight for."
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